Current research trends in networks and telecommunications suggest that future architectures will aim for the convergence not only of fixed and mobile infrastructures, but also of different network layer technologies. Proposals like OCALA from UC Berkeley and our own TRANSIT can be used to converge different architectures and network layer overlays while supporting legacy applications. In this paper we analyse and assess the security threats against such systems. Our contribution constitutes the first step in designing security models for convergence architectures as part of their design and deployment phases, rather than as retrofitted mechanisms.
INTRODUCTION
The Internet is currently experiencing a huge change in the way that users are communicating over it and using provided services. Unstructured peer-to-peer protocols and overlay network architectures have been proposed, and to a lesser extent deployed, to address limitations of today's Internet. Furthermore, the vision of utilising the Internet for providing Voice-over-IP (VoIP) services and converging mobile networks with fixed telecommunications and data networks is quickly becoming a reality. Even today users are able to access Internet services via their mobile phones, and communicate in the reverse direction as well.
Since it is unlikely that a single network architecture will become prevalent, the research community has developed a number of proposals that aim to allow the interoperation between them and converge them to a unified system. In this paper we analyse the security threats against the OCALA and TRANSIT network convergence architectures. Although we specifically look at these two systems as examples, our results can be generalised to address other current and future similar proposals. Our contribution constitutes the first step in designing security models for convergence architectures as part of their design and deployment phases, rather than as retrofitted mechanisms. Security solutions must be designed concurrently with the basic systems, since retrofitted solutions may leave unpredictable and undetectable vulnerabilities.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 analyses the need for network convergence and presents two proposals that satisfy this need; OCALA and TRANSIT. In section 3 we present our main contribution; a detailed threat modelling of OCALA and TRANSIT using the attack trees methodology that can be generalised to other network convergence systems as well. Section 4 explores the different existing processes for assessing the threats we have identified and gives an example application. Section 5 presents related work on the subject. We conclude in section 6 by summarising the results of our work and our contributions.
NETWORK CONVERGENCE
The basic goal of network convergence architectures is to enable the interconnection of different networking technologies. The common element between all such technologies is that they offer end-to-end packet delivery services. The primary examples from the traditional wired Internet are IPv4 and IPv6. Newer approaches follow the structured peer-topeer, or overlay, communication paradigm in order to enhance several aspects of IP, like routing, mobility and security. Examples of such protocols are the i3 [1] and RON [2] , among many others. At the same time we are witnessing increasing interest for networking protocols that address the edges of the Internet and are able to operate in a completely ad hoc manner without the need for dedicated routers. In the mobile telecommunications world the current trend is to enable subscribers to use Internet services and to offer services to Internet users as well.
The research literature clearly demonstrates that no one networking solution will become dominant as they all address different problems and have different operational requirements and assumptions. Therefore, it is evident that uniform connectivity will become, if it is not already, the main focus of networks and telecommunications research efforts. Convergence architectures must provide strong security guarantees, such as authentication and confidentiality among others, in addition to their main goal of uniform connectivity if they are to be adopted and used.
OCALA
Overlay Convergence Architecture for Legacy Applications (OCALA) [3] from UC Berkeley was designed with two primary goals in mind; to enable communications between hosts and users that operate in different overlays, and to allow legacy applications to be used in existing overlays without the need for code changes and recompilation.
In order to implement its stated goals, OCALA defines a new layer in the TCP/IP stack below the transport layer and above the overlay network layer. This is called the Overlay Convergence (OC) layer and is divided into two sublayers, the overlay dependent sublayer (OC-D), which interacts with the underlying overlays, and the overlay independent (OC-I) sublayer, which interacts with legacy applications, see Figure  1 . Although Figure 1 illustrates the bridging of two overlays (i3 and RON), OCALA also supports the bridging of IPv4/IPv6 networks. The OC-D sublayer follows a modular design supporting a number of different overlay and traditional network routing protocols. The OCALA layer operates as a proxy intercepting IP packets coming down the TCP/IP stack from legacy applications and transmitting them over the overlay network that the OC-D sublayer has loaded the required module for.
Identification of end hosts in OCALA is accomplished via the use of DNS-like names [3] . Instead of the traditional DNS hierarchy, OCALA identifiers follow a three-level dotseparated structure. The suffix denotes the overlay type, the middle part identifies the overlay instance and the prefix specifies the overlay-specific name. For example, the name foo.bar.ron represents the host foo on the bar instance of a RON type overlay. The identifier's type part is also used by the OCALA layer in order to select the appropriate OC-D module.
TRANSIT
Like OCALA, the TRANSIT architecture, developed at the University of Dublin, Trinity College by the Centre for Telecommunications Value-chain Research (CTVR), defines a new layer in the TCP/IP stack between the transport and the network layers (see Figure 2) . TRANSIT has been designed as a fully backwards (IPv4) compatible solution to the current address depletion, mobility and decentralisation problems that the Internet faces. In this paper we will only concentrate on its uniform connectivity features; the interested reader is referred to [4] for further details.
TRANSIT's basic component is the Extended IP (EIP) sublayer. EIP uses a triplet of 32-bit addresses. At each level the use of 32-bit addresses allows compatibility with existing network layers, enabling incremental device updates. This three level hierarchy provides a balance between flexibility and compatibility with existing devices. The bottom level enables a local network to locally utilise the entire 32-bit address space, without enforcing structured addressing in- ternally within this network. This allows a network to internally use an addressing scheme that is not dependent on the location or point of attachment of that network to the conventional Internet. The middle level, allows for the arbitrary interconnection of these networks in a mesh topology, even in the absence of access to fixed infrastructure, and further expands the address space to ensure availability for future networking. The top level of the hierarchy enables continued interaction with unmodified IPv4-based devices and applications.
TRANSIT also consists of a name resolution layer. This is responsible for performing the resolution between a persistent identifier and a transient locator. If identifiers are not to be overloaded with location-dependent information then a scalable resolution mechanism is required which does not rely on hierarchy. As in the case of OCALA, this can be a data storing overlay algorithm, like for example the ones presented in [5] . In aiming for a unified form of identification, TRANSIT proposes the use of Universal Resource Identifiers (URIs) for endpoint identification. A URI is hierarchically structured and assigned, at least in the URI-scheme part. This enables scalable delegation of assignment to different authorities. Although assigned in a hierarchical manner, TRANSIT's directory service treats URIs as flat identifiers.
Connection Establishment and Data Transfer
TRANSIT hides location-dependent addresses from applications and upper layers within the protocol stack. However, to avoid rewriting existing applications to create sockets based on URI strings it introduces a 32-bit representation of this identity, termed the Locally Significant Identifier (LSI). This acts as a "placeholder" in existing protocols and APIs. The LSI is generated locally within each host, during the resolution process. This is also exchanged with the peer during association setup (Figure 3) , which is required to create the necessary state information within devices. By exchanging LSI information, an entity may discover its representation used within the peer device, which may be important for example for security reasons. Resolution is now required to create the necessary association state between communicating entities. An application uses the LSI in place of an IP address. The socket API then uses this LSI rather than the IP address. Thus the semantics of higher level connections are changed without having to modify applications.
THREAT ANALYSIS
Threat modelling (or analysis) is essential in order to help us develop a security model than can focus on protecting against certain threats and manage the related assumptions. One methodology to discover and list all possible security attacks against a system is known as attack trees. To create an attack tree we represent attacks against a system in a tree structure; the attack goals as root nodes and the different subgoals necessary to achieve them as their leaf nodes [6] . Figure 4 presents the general threat categories we have identified against network convergence architectures, namely attacks on the network processes responsible for packet routing, intra-realm routing threats and name resolution threats. These categories are divided further. Name resolution threats are different depending on the employed resolution mechanism. As we have discussed, convergence architectures rely either on traditional DNS or overlay protocols for resolving names to routable identifiers. The security problems of DNS have been analysed extensively in the past and threat models have been proposed [7] ; therefore we do not analyse them again in this paper. Instead, we focus on attacks against overlay resolution mechanisms. Intra-realm routing security has also been extensively studied. We refer the interested reader to [8] for a threat analysis against traditional routing protocols, and to [9] for a survey of ad hoc routing security. In this paper we analyse the threats introduced by the convergence of different routing realms (inter-realm routing threats).
During the development of the model we have identified that several attacks lead to other attacks which we have previously included and analysed. These are represented in the tree as identical nodes in different locations. A node that appears in more than one location of the tree has the same sub-tree everywhere. In order to avoid including the same sub-tree multiple times in the model we have used arrow icons to denote duplicate nodes. Therefore, a node marked with an arrow means that it exists somewhere else in the tree and if that node has a sub-tree this sub-tree is included only once.
Although we have not explicitly included privacy threats in our model, a lot of the enumerated attacks may result in reducing the privacy of participating users. We consider these to be outside the scope of our study.
Inter-realm Routing Threats
Since network convergence systems aim to enable uniform connectivity between distinct realms that utilise different routing protocols, attackers can focus on disrupting this process in order to achieve their goals. Figure 5 illustrates the various threat subcategories we have identified for interrealm routing.
Eavesdropping
Eavesdropping on the communication channel is a common threat for networking systems and protocols that do not employ cryptographic mechanisms to protect the confidentiality of the exchanged messages. An attacker exploits the assumptions of the underlying networking technology, like for example the broadcasting nature of Ethernet, and receives on the local interface the entire traffic of the current subnet. If the confidentiality of the protocol messages is not protected, the attacker has access to all the information included in them. Inter-realm routing data can be captured and analysed in order to discover the structure of realms, important nodes such as gateways, or even the number of nodes that participate in a given realm [10] .
Identity Impersonation
In identity impersonation attacks a malicious entity takes advantage of the absence of end-to-end authentication mechanisms in a network protocol and assumes the identity of another entity. In the context of inter-realm routing an attacker can assume the identity of a particular important network node like a realm gateway and send false routing information to other gateway nodes. We analyse such routing table poisoning threats in the next paragraph. Furthermore, an identity impersonator can force a peer node to disclose its routing table by sending specially constructed signalling requests to it.
Routing Table Poisoning
Routing table poisoning attacks allow a malicious entity to insert false data into the routing tables of legitimate participating nodes. When the target of such attacks is a realm relay node then the attacker can influence inter-realm routing to implement a series of other attacks. Non-optimal routes can be presented as optimal and replace legitimate entries with the goal of redirecting traffic through a specific path for eavesdropping or other purposes. Also, by spoofing routes that use the same paths an attacker can implement a difficult to detect denial of service attack, forcing all traffic to go through specific nodes, creating artificial bottlenecks. More traditional denial of service attacks will be analysed in the next paragraph. Another possible attack is the isolation of network realms by inserting false data that portray broken connections, or non-existent link failures. Realm isolation can also be accomplished by creating loops between two or more different routing realms, separating them from the rest of the network.
Denial of Service
Denial of service threats aim at disrupting the requirement of availability, which can be defined as the problem of enabling systems to perform their advertised services in a timely manner. An attacker can generate false routing data and forward them to a relay node which will try to save all of them to its routing table, possibly deleting legitimate data to do so. Although the results of such attacks are devastating since they render all inter-realm routing impossible, they are easily detected. A much more subtle way to perform denial of service attacks is to carefully create excessive amounts of signalling traffic. A motivated attacker can cause the performance of a relay node to degrade to unusable levels by mimicking heavy routing traffic. By periodically advertising routes from falsely generated sources the attacker can hide from the relay node the fact that an attack is taking place.
Replay
Replay attacks involve the transmission of previously captured legitimate information. Such information can be whole routing packets, or just the authentication information included in them appended to false payloads. The latter can be used by an attacker to undermine poorly designed security solutions and furthermore as the first step of identity impersonation attacks. By replaying previously captured packets verbatim an attacker can break the synchronisation between 
Protocol Translation
When gateway nodes relay traffic between two realms that use different network layer protocols they have to perform the necessary translation between them. This is accomplished by removing the network layer header of the source realm and replacing it with the header of the destination realm. However, in the case that a transport layer security mechanism like TLS/SSL is used, the process of translation becomes problematic and opens new attack avenues. TLS channels are established in an end-to-end manner based on the identifiers of the two communicating hosts. These identifiers are the ones employed at the convergence layer. When protocol translation is required, the two end hosts are identified within their respective network realms with different identifiers than the ones used at the convergence layer. Therefore, the TLS channel cannot be established in an end-to-end manner; the host that performs the protocol translation, i.e. the relay node, effectively behaves as a man-in-the-middle. If it is not trusted by both end hosts to perform the translation and participate in the TLS channel then it can eavesdrop on the connection and impersonate any one of them. Furthermore, untrusted nodes that translate between network protocols are in a position to cause denial of service on every routing path that they participate in.
Overlay Name Resolution Threats
Overlay name resolution algorithms are often proposed to address the need for uniform naming management in network convergence architectures. Since the first step of establishing a connection between two parties that need to communicate is the resolution of an identifier to the corresponding routing token, an attacker can take advantage of the assumptions made by the resolution algorithm and implement a number of threats. Moreover, when an entity wants to join a network usually the first step is to make an initial contact with an existing network participant and through them to request a particular name. If this process is left unprotected an attacker is able to prevent new entities to join the network. Figure 6 illustrates the threats we have identified in this area and the following paragraphs analyse them in detail.
Eavesdropping
If the confidentiality of the exchanged messages is not protected by a security mechanism employed at the overlay resolution layer, then malicious entities that participate in the network are free to gain access to their payloads. This usually constitutes the first step of further attacks, since it allows an attacker to have a clear view of the network, its topology and details regarding its participants. An attacker may wish to obtain information about the queries made by a host, or group of hosts. In an overlay network resolution system, they are afforded this opportunity since each host in the network participates in routing. If the contents of messages are not protected as they are routed then attackers may passively monitor queries that are routed through them.
Invalid Messages
Invalid message attacks compromise the integrity of the name resolution system. An attacker may forge results for queries that it has received, or eavesdropped on. In a situation where they do not have the ability to eavesdrop on queries they may attempt to predict queries and reply to them optimistically in the hope that they successfully cause an invalid result to be returned. In the absence of mechanisms to protect message integrity a malicious node may alter packets that they are responsible for routing, causing false results to be returned, or denying nodes the ability to successfully perform queries. Attacks of this nature may be mitigated by the inclusion of a mechanism to protect data integrity. However, the semantics of the name resolution system itself could be taken advantage of to provide invalid results. These systems may offer no guarantee that a result will be returned, and often there is no differentiation between a query that failed and one for which there is no valid result. A malicious node may exploit this, and forward packets for queries that it wishes to let through, giving the impression that it is functional. However, when it receives a query that it wishes not to return a result for, it may choose not to forward that packet. The node performing the query may then interpret this silence as a lack of results. Finally, the lack of a node authentication architecture means there is no mechanism in place to ensure that those who insert data into the network have the authority to do so. This may allow nodes to overwrite data that belong to other nodes. 
Denial of Service
Denial of service occurs when an attacker or a group of attackers prevent one or more legitimate nodes from availing of the services offered by the network. In an overlay network this may occur when a node is either prevented from inserting itself in the network, or when it is prevented from participating in the network. Malicious nodes wishing to prevent others from entering the network may attack either the joining algorithm, or the identifier allocation mechanism. Nodes joining the network rely on the existence of at least one bootstrap node. As this node is already a part of the network, it may act as a bridge between the node wishing to join and the rest of the network. This will then allow the joining node to query the network for the information it needs to join. If, however, the bootstrap node acts maliciously then it may prevent a node from inserting its information into the network. The bootstrap node must therefore be a node that is trusted, and should provide a method for joining nodes to authenticate it.
As in any naming system, a mechanism for secure allocation of identifiers is a requirement to prevent malicious nodes from stealing identities. In an overlay network node insertion may fail if its identifier already exists in the network. This may be targeted against a single node or a general attack, known as a Sybil attack [11] , against a group of nodes. Service may be disrupted for nodes already inserted into the network if an attacker prevents them from querying, their messages from being routed, or results of queries from being returned. Nodes may be prevented from querying, or have replies from legitimate nodes go unnoticed by deploying attacks discussed in the previous paragraph. Alternatively a node may spoof a node leave message, which would subsequently result in that node being deleted from the routing tables of the other nodes in the network, rendering it unable to perform queries. Also, if nodes may distort the routing tables of other nodes then routing may be prevented. Finally, a flooding of the network by a malicious node would result in nodes being overloaded with queries, and unable to differentiate between legitimate and malicious queries.
THREAT ASSESSMENT
Threat assessment methodologies can be used to indicate the severity of an identified attack. Tregear has identified two main approaches for analysing threats and assessing their impact, namely quantitative and qualitative ones [12] . To assess the threats we have previously identified in the area of network convergence we rely on the qualitative approach and specifically we use the metrics proposed in [13] , initially used to assess X.509 Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) related compromises.
Our goal is to use these metrics to evaluate the possibility of violations of security properties like confidentiality, integrity, authentication, authorisation, availability and nonrepudiation in regard to the threats we have identified in section 3. Table 1 presents our assessment. We acknowledge that the process of assigning impact levels to threats is subjective, primarily depends on the application environment and therefore may be challenged. However, our analysis provides a guideline according to which specific convergence architectures can be evaluated. For example, as can be seen in Table 1 , the eavesdropping threat has different impact levels in the inter-realm routing and the overlay name resolution categories. We believe that generally the information exchanged in the latter category is of higher value than in the former, but this may not be the case in particular environments.
RELATED WORK
Although there exist in the literature previous threat modelling efforts for overlay name resolution algorithms, to our knowledge we are the first to present a detailed analysis of network convergence threats. In [14] a security analysis of IPbased peer-to-peer distributed hash tables is presented. The authors make the assumption that an attacker can generate packets with arbitrary contents, but she can only examine packets addressed to herself. This means that in their adversarial model an IP address can be used as a weak form of node identity, an assumption that cannot be made in ad hoc or other non IP-based networks. Security problems in peerto-peer networks have also been examined by Wallach [15] . His focus is on intra-realm overlay routing algorithms and approaches to secure these. A more complete representation of threats was given by Keely [16] . Although he focuses on threats to wireless mobile networking for e-business applications, several of the attacks he identified are applicable to 
